
 
GUIDELINES FOR USE OF BLOCK PARTY TRAILER 

Owned by the Greene County Baptist Association  
 
The Block Party Trailer is used by many churches each month. Please set up early to allow time for cleaning, 
and please clean thoroughly when finished. 
 
If you have men who can repair/replace missing parts, please have them do so before returning trailer. 
 
Here are the rules that you agreed to when reserving the Block Party Trailer: 
 

The following rules must be adhered to by all churches and ministries as well as the operators of inflatables, 
equipment, machines and games from the Block Party Trailer.  

Rules of Use: Bounce House 
1. All inflatables must be supervised by an adult at least 17 years of age and capable of maintaining order 

of the participants. 
2. All participants must be under 16 years of age. 
3. Operators must familiarize themselves with all safety rules and convey them to the participants using 

the equipment. 
4. Participants must remove shoes, jewelry, glasses and any loose or sharp articles before playing on the 

unit. 
5. Participants shall not be allowed to do flips, somersaults, wrestle, or engage in any horseplay or other 

similar type activity which could result in serious harm. 
6. Operators should observe persons in and outside the unit at all times while in use; be close enough to 

stop inappropriate use, and ask anyone doing dangerous acts to stop and exit the unit immediately. 
7. No food, drink, gum, silly string, sharp objects, or other such items are allowed in/on the inflatable. 
8. Only the maximum number of participants are allowed on the inflatable. 
9. Unit can not be moved after being set up. 
10. Inflatable must be exited and deflated during inclement weather or high winds in excess of 25 mph. 
11. Watch for signs of deflating. If unit starts to deflate, operator should have participants exit the unit 

immediately.  
12. If rain occurs during church event, the church is responsible to send one or more people to GCBA office 

the week after the event to inflate the bounce house, insure it is dry, then deflate and return it to the 
trailer. 

 

Rules of Use: Preschool Bounce House 
1. All participants must be kindergarten age or younger.  
2. All other rules are the same as listed above for Rules of Use: Bounce House. 

 

Rules of Use: Popcorn Machine, Sno Cone Machine, Cotton Candy Machine 
1. Unless a qualified electrician is present, do not plug more than one unit into an outlet. 
2. Read and follow instructions on assembly and operating the machine. 
3. When finished, equipment should be cleaned thoroughly.  
4. If you have supplies leftover and wish to donate them, please inform GCBA staff. Do not leave food in 

the Block Party Trailer. 
 
 
 


